Inventory Management

Make decisions with confidence, based on real-time market data and market day supply. Built into your DMS, Inventory Management uses real-time and historical data from your platform to give you a single source of truth. Manage, price, and appraise accurately.

Market Analysis
Real-time market data leads to smart, profitable stocking and pricing decisions

- Track trends in your local market with real-time retail data
- Make better investments by devising your exit strategy before you buy
- Never sacrifice margin again with effective pricing recommendations

Auction Run List
Reel in the vehicles you need with total confidence

- View real-time listings from ADESA, Mannheim, and ACV on one screen
- With a single click, you can go directly to the auction's listing and quickly acquire vehicles
- Filter your listings down to the highest performing vehicles based on your dealership's past performance
- Quickly view market analysis data in your region before you bid

Vehicle Desirability
These essential tools assess the true market value of any vehicle on your radar

- Use weighted scores to see how vehicles, within a two-year range, with a similar make and model, perform at your dealership
- With one click, choose your custom-weigh strategy - days on lot or profitability
- Color-coded visuals help you quickly make decisions based on historical data

Pricing Review
Quickly and easily edit prices on one screen

- View equity water and inventory age data in colorful, easy-to-digest KPIs
- Complete universal pricing updates in the pricing review grid with a click
- Maximize exposure and minimize errors with direct syndication to all your favorite third-party listing sites